
Build Your Strength-Training Program 

In order to gain strength, you will first need to develop a strength-training program. The best way 

to build strength, of course, is to lift weights! We will walk through program design step by step. 

Step 1: Plan how many days per week you can go to the gym. If you’re not sure, three days 

per week is a good place to start. Plan on spending about 45-60 minutes at the gym in each 

session. 

Step 2: Determine what body part(s) you would like to workout on each day of the 

week. Keep in mind that your muscles will need 24-48 hours to recover post workout, so give 

them a break before training them again. Many people like doing a split routine. Here’s an 

example: 

• Day 1: legs 

• Day 2: chest, shoulders, arms 

• Day 3: back, obliques, core 

Step 3: Select about six different lifts you would like to complete during each workout. This 

can increase as your body adjusts to lifting. 

Step 4: The order in which you complete your lifts matters. Order the lifts by starting with 

the ones that work the largest muscle groups (for example, the quads) first, and then working to 

smaller muscle groups after (for example, the calves). 

Step 5: Use a basic framework for building strength. Plan on completing three sets of each 

specific lift, and complete eight to 12 repetitions for each lift. Be sure to take about a one-minute 

break between each set before moving on to the next. 

Step 6: Be sure to include a five-minute warm up before you begin lifting, and a five-

minute cool down/stretch at the end.After all, you’ll want to first warm up the muscles that 

you will be using during the lifts, and stretching afterward will reduce muscle fatigue. 

Step 7: Write down your entire plan, including each day and the full week, on your phone 

or a planner. That way, when you go to the gym, you can follow the plan as a roadmap and 

know exactly what to do. If you’re not familiar with the gym, you may use this exercise 

library to look up how to do each lift with proper form. 

http://gohighbrow.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=51c6d69760513a5e5e4f75b29&id=36c997a318&e=e360a14ebc
http://gohighbrow.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=51c6d69760513a5e5e4f75b29&id=36c997a318&e=e360a14ebc


Here’s an example leg day workout that follows the basic framework we just covered: 

Warmup: one-minute jump rope, two minutes of body weight squats, three minutes jogging on 

treadmill 

• Squats with barbell, three sets of 12 repetitions (one-minute break between each set) 

• Deadlifts with barbell, three sets of 12 

• Leg extension machine, three sets of 12 

• Seated hip thrusts with barbell, three sets of 12 

• Donkey kicks with no weight, three sets of 12 

• Calf raises with barbell, three sets of 12 

Stretch: quadriceps, hamstrings, glutes, calves. 

 


